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Notes on Contributors
Soudabeh Ananisarab is a Lecturer in drama at Birmingham City University. 
Her PhD thesis, which she completed at the University of Nottingham in 2017, 
explored the development of the Malvern Festival and Shaw’s involvement with 
this venture. She is currently completing her first monograph, which examines 
Shaw’s relationship with the British regional repertory movement. In addition 
to her work on Shaw, she has published on the dramatic writings of D. H. Law-
rence and John Millington Synge and reviewed for the Theatre Notebook.
Charles I. Armstrong is a Professor of English literature at the University 
of Agder, in Norway. He is currently the Vice President of the International 
Yeats Society and the President of the Nordic Association of English Studies. 
His main research interests are the writings of W. B. Yeats, modern Irish po-
etry, British Romanticism, and Trauma Studies. He has published the following 
monographs: Reframing Yeats: Genre, Allusion and History (Bloomsbury, 2013), 
Figures of Memory: Poetry, Space and the Past (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), and 
Romantic Organicism: From Idealist Origins to Ambivalent Afterlife (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2003). He has co-edited volumes including The Crossing of Art in 
Ireland (Peter Lang, 2014) and the forthcoming The Legacy of the Good Friday 
Agreement: Politics, Culture and Literature after 1998 (Palgrave Macmillan). 
Emily Bloom is Associate Director of the Society of Fellows and Heyman 
Center for the Humanities and Lecturer in the Department of English and 
Comparative Literature at Columbia University. She specializes in late mod-
ernism with a focus on the interrelations between media institutions and 
transnational literary networks. Her book, The Wireless Past: Anglo-Irish Writ-
ers and the BBC, 1931–1968 (Oxford University Press, 2016), was awarded the 
Modernist Studies Association’s First Book Prize.
Melissa Dinsman is an Assistant Professor of English at York College-CUNY 
and author of Modernism at the Microphone: Radio, Propaganda, and Literary 
Aesthetics During World War II (Bloomsbury, 2015). Her research focuses on 
the intersection of modernism and media aesthetics, which brings together her 
interests in modern literature, archival recovery, and information networks. 
She is currently at work on her second book, Weaponized Modernism, which 
explores the intersections between World War II literature and electronic sur-
veillance technology. Dinsman’s most recent work can be found in The Space 
Between, the L. A. Review of Books, and Modernism/modernity.
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David Dwan is an Associate Professor and Tutor in English at Hertford Col-
lege, University of Oxford. He is author of The Great Community: Culture and 
Nationalism in Ireland (Field Day, 2008) and the co-editor of The Cambridge 
Companion to Edmund Burke (Cambridge University Press, 2012). His essays 
have appeared in a range of journals including ELH, Modern Intellectual His-
tory, Textual Practice, Essays in Criticism, and Literature and Philosophy. His 
latest monograph—Liberty, Equality, and Humbug: Orwell’s Political Ideals—
was published by Oxford University Press in 2018. 
Clare Hutton is Senior Lecturer in English at Loughborough University, 
with research and teaching interests in Irish literature, book history, and digital 
literary studies. She has recently completed a monograph on the contextual 
and textual significance of Ulysses as a serial (Serial Encounters: Ulysses and 
the Little Review, forthcoming with Oxford University Press). Earlier work in-
cludes editing The Irish Book in the Twentieth Century (Irish Academic Press, 
2004) and The Oxford History of the Irish Book Volume 5: The Irish Book in Eng-
lish, 1891–2000 (Oxford University Press, 2011). She is currently completing a 
monograph on the textual culture of the Irish Literary Revival. 
Emilie Morin is Senior Lecturer in the Department of English and Related 
Literature at the University of York. Her current research focuses on modern-
ism and early radio; she has previously published articles on Yeats as radio 
broadcaster in the Yeats Annual and the Historical Journal of Film, Radio and 
Television. Her most recent books are Beckett’s Political Imagination (Cambridge 
University Press, 2017) and the co-edited collections Theatre and Human Rights 
after 1945: Things Unspeakable (Palgrave Macmillan, 2015) and Theatre and 
Ghosts: Materiality, Performance and Modernity (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
